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2017 Sustainability Performance by Country

About this report
Sonae Sierra is an international retail real estate company
dedicated to serving the needs of investors. We develop and
invest in sustainable retail assets and provide investment,
development and property management services for clients in
geographies as diverse as europe, South america, north africa
and asia, while creating shared value for our business and society.
We have long recognised that the viability of our business is
dependent upon a healthy reserve of natural resources, social
cooperation and financial capital. Indeed, we believe that the
economic, environmental and social dimensions of our business
performance are inextricably linked.
Sonae Sierra is organised into five autonomous businesses:
Investment Management, Developments, Property Management,
Development Services and Brazil. Our business model is
underpinned by our business and sustainability strategies that
aim to deliver sustainable financial returns in the short, medium

and long term, while creating shared value for society and the
environment. We therefore take an integrated approach to
setting our strategy and assessing our business performance,
which is reflected in our reporting and communications.
This report provides a summary of our sustainability performance
across Portugal, Brazil, Germany, Italy, Romania and Spain. It offers
an overview of our key activities and operational performance
indicators, awards and achievements, and a summary of our
environmental and social performance. It complements our
comprehensive 2017 Economic, Environmental and Social Report
(available on our website) which provides a fully integrated
account of our business strategy and operational performance
during the 2017 calendar year and draws heavily on the
International Integrated Reporting Council’s (IIRC) IR Framework,
the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) Reporting Standards and
the Construction and Real Estate Sector Disclosures (CRESD).
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Sonae Sierra in Portugal
We are the market leader in Portugal, the country where we were
incorporated in 1989 and where our headquarters are located. As of
31 December 2017, we managed a portfolio of 35 assets with a GLA
of more than 950,716 m2. These include namely seven retail real
estate assets purchased in 2017 on behalf of our investment
vehicle, ORES Socimi, with a total GLA of more than 34,605 m2, and
22 other owned assets corresponding to a GLA of 825,618 m2.
2017 was a good year for Sonae Sierra in Portugal. The economy
was particularly buoyant; GDP increased by 2.6%, mainly driven by
investment and exports, and unemployment shrunk to 9.2%. These
favourable market conditions translated into sales and rental growth,
with like-for-like retail sales across our portfolio under management
growing by 5.1%. Rental income at our owned shopping centres
increased by 4.6% (also on a like-for-like basis), and we increased
the average occupancy rate to 99.1% (from 98.5% in 2016).
Positive macroeconomic conditions coupled with increased investor
interest in the Portuguese real estate market drove prices up and
capitalisation rates down, resulting in an increase in our portfolio’s
valuation. The favourable investment market conditions enabled
us to proceed our capital recycling strategy. Firstly, we acquired
MaiaShopping and GuimarãeShopping from the Sierra Fund
through a partnership with Ocidental; with Sonae Sierra retaining
asset and property management services for the two shopping
centres. Secondly, the Sierra Portugal Fund commenced the
sale of AlbufeiraShopping and C.C. Continente de Portimão to
Portuguese fund manager Square Asset Management, with Sonae
Sierra retaining property management services.
The Iberia Coop, an investment fund with CBRE Global Investment
Partners in which Sonae Sierra holds a 10% share, acquired the
Albufeira Retail Park and the adjacent Continente Hypermarket
premises in the Algarve region of Portugal. The assets are located
alongside AlgarveShopping, which was acquired by Iberia Coop from
the Sierra Fund in 2016. Through this strategic acquisition, Iberia Coop
is now able to control the wider retail offer around AlgarveShopping.
Finally, by the beginning of 2018, Sonae Sierra had completed
13 acquisitions in Portugal (seven of which were completed in 2017)
on behalf of the ORES Socimi – an investment vehicle created in
2016 in partnership with Bankinter Group in which Sonae Sierra
holds a 3.75% share.

highlighTS
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

1

466 direct employees
28 managed retail real estate assets and 7 additional assets owned
as part of the ORES Socimi with a total GLA of more than 950,716 m2
More than 187 million visits to managed portfolio
€201 million rents received at owned portfolio1
€2,390 million tenant sales at managed shopping centres
€52 million operational costs
1 project under development with a total GLA of around 30,000 m2
and 2 major expansions

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra
owned shopping centres in Portugal. It has been calculated based on account
performance between 1 January and 31 December 2017.

Owned portfolio
New Projects & Expansions
1: 8ª Avenida
8: Centro Colombo
2: Albufeira Retail Park
– Expansion
11
3: AlbufeiraShopping
8: Colombo Tower
13
4: AlgarveShopping
16: NorteShopping
18 17
5: ArrábidaShopping
– Expansion
23
12 5
6: C.C. Continente de Portimão
1
7: CascaiShopping
8: Centro Colombo
10
9: Centro Vasco da Gama
10: CoimbraShopping
14
11: Estação Viana Shopping
12: GaiaShopping
15
9
13: GuimarãeShopping
8
7
14 LeiriaShopping
21
15: LoureShopping
16: MadeiraShopping
17: MaiaShopping
18: NorteShopping
19: Parque Atlântico
20
6 3
20: Portimão Retail Center
4 2
21: RioSul Shopping
22: SerraShopping
Madeira Island
Azores Islands
23: ViaCatarina Shopping
19

22

16

We continued our renovation programme focusing in particular
on those shopping centres which have been in operation
for many years without significant changes to their interior
design, and commenced a number of significant expansions and
refurbishments to unlock additional value in our investment
portfolio. We concluded the refurbishment of CascaiShopping,
completed two small expansions at Centro Vasco da Gama and
AlgarveShopping, and proceeded with significant expansions at
two of our flagship assets: NorteShopping and Centro Colombo.
In keeping with our focus on providing an exceptional customer
experience we continued to pioneer new retail formats,
leverage advancements in digital technology and support local
entrepreneurs in line with our focus on Future Fit Retail. Initiatives
including Promotion (formerly PromoFans®, a fully-integrated
digital sales platform that is already well established in Portugal),
News (previously our ‘What’s On’ broadcasting guide) and Fashion
(developed from our Fashion4Me digital stylist) have enabled us
to communicate more effectively with customers and convert
digital traffic into tenant sales. Following the successful launch
in 2016 of our ‘Rising Store’ initiative – a crowd-sourcing retail
contest for start-ups – we launched the second edition of the
contest in Portugal. It has been well-received with applications
up 27% compared to 2016, and some of the contestants from
the first edition of Rising Store have already developed
prospering businesses as tenants in our centres.
We also continued to make good progress towards our Safe
People & Resource Resilience objectives. We improved the
electricity efficiency of our owned portfolio by 6%, decreased
the proportion of waste sent to landfill by 5%, and improved our
water efficiency by 1% (having also increased the percentage
of water recycled and/or reused by 34%). Other highlights
include a 10% reduction in the number of non-conformities
detected per hour of reference Safety, Health and Environment
Preventive Observations (SPO), suggesting that safety and
environmental awareness among shopping centre staff and
service suppliers has risen.
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Sonae Sierra in Portugal (continued)
aWardS and aCKnoWledgemenTS

Key aChievemenTS2

l

l

l

l

l

l

Received the MSCI European Property Investment Award for best
performing Specialist Fund in the Portuguese market.
Received a Silver Award for “Mall Activation Platform”, and the
Emerging Technology Award and a Special Distinction for
Innovation for “Consumer Knowledge Model” at the 2017 ICSC
Solal Marketing Awards.
Bright project short-listed for the EU Sustainable Energy Awards,
an initiative promoted by the European Commission’s Sustainable
Energy Week.
Sierra Fund, Sierra Portugal Fund and Iberia Coop maintained their
‘Green Star’ status in the Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark (GRESB). All three funds include Sonae Sierra owned
assets in Portugal.
The Sierra Fund was ranked 4th in the non-listed European retail
sector and 8th in European retail overall; the Sierra Portugal Fund
was placed 16th and 22nd in these respective categories, and Iberia
Coop 14th and 20th.

l

l

l

l

l
l

l
l

Improved the electricity efficiency (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)
of our owned portfolio by 6%.
Improved the water efficiency (litres/visit) of our owned portfolio
by 1% and increased the percentage of water recycled and/or
reused by 34%.
Reduced the proportion of waste (by weight) that is sent to landfill
by 5%.
Increased our investment in employee training and development
(€ per capita) by 33%.
Increased the number of SPO hours performed by 12%, and
reduced the number of non-conformities detected per hour of
reference SPO by 10%.
Reduced the number of level 3, 4 and 5 accidents rate3 by 7%.
Invested and helped raise €202,446 across our owned portfolio
for local community initiatives, supported 1944 charitable
organisations and dedicated 1,335 hours of staff time to
community volunteering.
Achieved a tenant satisfaction index of 4.8 out of 6.
Launched the second edition of our Rising Store competition for
start-up businesses.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS5
Performance indicator

Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

2015

2016

2017

0.022

0.022

0.022



ArrábidaShopping,
0.001 tCO2e/m2 GLA

431

417

391



GuimarãeShopping,
290 kWh/m2

Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned portfolio
(litres/visit)

2.80

2.76

2.73



AlbufeiraShopping,
1.4 litres/visit

Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)

67%

68%

67%



MaiaShopping, 98%

97.6%

98.5%

99.1%



Albufeira Retail Park,
AlbufeiraShopping,
AlgarveShopping,
CascaiShopping,
Centro Vasco da Gama,
LeiriaShopping,
RioSul Shopping, 100%

285,634

298,649

202,446



Centro Colombo,
€22,417

497

476

635



–

2,422

2,208

2,470



NorteShopping,
419 hours

energy and Climate: GHG emissions6 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)
energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants)
of our owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)

Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)

Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)7

employees: Investment in staff training and development (€ per capita)
Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

Performance trend






Improved

2

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
Number of accidents of level 3, 4 and 5 among tenants, service suppliers and visitors per million visits. Level 3, 4 and 5 accidents are defined as those resulting in medical
assistance, lost workdays/life disruption and fatality/permanent disability, respectively.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Portugal, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres have
supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
GHG emissions, energy, waste and safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Portugal, as well as the Lisbon and Maia offices. Water indicators exclude
office consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

3

4

5

6
7

No change

Worsened
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Sonae Sierra in Portugal (continued)

16,881 tCo e

318,527 tCo e

500,915 gJ

763,814 m

total scope 1 and 2
GHG emissions8

total scope 3
GHG emissions8

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

22,111 tonnes

13,140 hours

28.2 average hours

4.8

total waste production

of training

of training per employee

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

2

2

3

CaSe STudy:

CaSe STudy:

Pump away: estação viana Shopping’s experiment reveals a
more efficient strategy for distributing chilled water in all large
and medium-sized shopping centres

Cooling energy costs through chiller optimisation at maiaShopping

Chilled water distribution demands a significant amount of energy
use and typically accounts for around five to ten percent of a shopping
centre’s total electricity costs. Identifying and implementing
strategies to maximise the efficiency of chilled water pumps can
therefore generate important cost savings whilst increasing assets’
resource resilience. At Estação Viana Shopping in Portugal, Sonae
Sierra’s shopping centre management team piloted a new water
pump control strategy and monitored the associated energy use and
costs. Through a detailed analysis, they found that energy savings of
30 to 50 percent could be achieved, giving rise to cost savings ranging
from €2,000 to €34,000 a year (with results varying according to the
shopping centre’s location and size). The team has now put forward
the business case for all large and medium sized Sonae Sierra
shopping centres to invest in upgraded water pumps.

Chilled water production and distribution are amongst the most costly
and energy intensive processes at a shopping centre. But increasing
the energy efficiency of a cooling plant relies not only on efficient
equipment, but also on how it is operated and managed. Sonae Sierra
identified a key opportunity at MaiaShopping in Portugal to drive down
the asset’s total electricity costs by testing improvements to the
centre’s cooling plant. By testing the impact that different operational
strategies can have on the performance of chillers – such as ‘peakshaving’ that reduces energy costs during peak periods, and ‘chilled
water temperature rests’ that optimise chilled water temperatures
based on climatic conditions – the team at MaiaShopping have
identified potential savings of €30,000 per year (equivalent to 7% of
the asset’s electricity costs) without any adverse impacts on the
thermal comfort of building users. The results have been shared
across Sonae Sierra to enhance the overall energy performance of
our portfolio whilst cutting costs and ensuring high tenant and
customer satisfaction rates are maintained.

further references:
For more information, see the complete case studies on our website

8

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).
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Sonae Sierra in Brazil
Sonae Sierra Brasil is listed in the BM&F BOVESPA (the Brazilian
Stock Exchange) with a 33% free float; the remainder is a 50/50
partnership between Sonae Sierra and the German investor
Alexander Otto. Sonae Sierra Brasil’s business operates
autonomously and is focused on investing, developing and
managing shopping centres in Brazil.
As of 31 December 2017, Sonae Sierra Brasil managed ten retail real
estate assets with a total GLA of 481,429 m2, nine of which were
owned assets totalling 451,787 m2 of GLA. Our portfolio performed
above expectations in 2017 due to the surprisingly positive
turnabout of the economic situation in Brazil; the year saw a steady
improvement as inflation was brought under control and interest
rates decreased, supporting an upturn in domestic consumption and
investment activity.
Within this context, like-for-like tenant sales across our assets under
management were up by 6.4% (in Reais) and rental income
increased by 4.0%. The characteristics of our portfolio in terms of
target consumer group, geographical diversity and age have meant
that whilst some of our shopping centres have fared better than
others over the past three years, on the whole they are now all very
well positioned to take advantage of restored consumer confidence
and purchasing power. Manauara Shopping, for example, performed
particularly well due to the efforts they have made to attract and
retain consumers with a unique ambience, diverse tenant mix and
exciting entertainment offers, whilst at the same time reducing
tenants’ occupancy costs.
Although we maintained our productivity in gross lettable area
(GLA), and reduced vacancy rates in our major Brazilian assets, total
occupancy levels across the whole portfolio are lower than 2016 at
92.5%. The three regional shopping centres which we inaugurated
in the years immediately preceding the recession, and which
represent 40% of our portfolio GLA, are performing below the
portfolio average in terms of occupancy as their maturity time has
been lengthened by the downturn. However, we are seeing positive
signs of progress in these locations too, and our overall occupancy
rate is still in line with our expectations in light of the heavy
recession endured.

highlighTS
l
l
l
l
l

9

329 direct employees
10 managed retail real estate assets with a total GLA of 481,429 m2
96.4 million visits to managed portfolio
€84.7 million rents received at owned portfolio9
€1,476 million tenant sales at managed shopping centres

3

5

Owned portfolio
1: Boulevard Londrina Shopping
2: Franca Shopping
3: Manauara Shopping
4: Parque D. Pedro Shopping
5: Passeio das Águas Shopping
6: Shopping Campo Limpo
7: Shopping Metrópole
8: Shopping Plaza Sul
9: Uberlândia Shopping

9

2
1

4
6 8 7

Given the operating environment, our strategic focus in
Brazil is to consolidate our existing portfolio and seek value
creation opportunities by focusing on our land-based assets
and the selective refurbishment of our shopping centres.
Consequently, during the year we completed the sale of land
adjacent to Uberlândia Shopping for a mixed-use project
including a residential and office component, and prepared
master plans for the sale of similar land adjacent to Parque
D. Pedro Shopping and Passeio das Águas Shopping.
Elsewhere, in September we started the phased works of a
full-scale refurbishment of Shopping Plaza Sul which will
modernise the shopping centre, accommodate additional
tenant units and deliver improvements to the tenant mix.
We have continued to make use of innovative sales campaigns
and consumer behaviour analysis to exploit opportunities to
introduce new concepts in our shopping centres, with very
positive results. Following the success of the “Revolutionary
Tuesday” January sales campaign in 2016, in September we
developed “Dom Desconto”, a sales campaign aligned to the
annual celebration of the Brazil’s Independence Day with the
strapline “Independence from High Prices”. We registered a
10.6% increase in sales compared to the same time period in
2016, a testament to the impact of the campaign.
In keeping with our focus on Safe People and Resource
Resilience – and as a part of our focus on reducing tenants’
costs – we have made sustained improvements to our
portfolio’s eco-efficiency performance. In 2017 we improved
the electricity efficiency of our owned portfolio by 3%, our
water efficiency by 2%, and increased our waste recycling rate
by more than 4%. We also made significant improvements in
promoting a safer culture among our employees and achieved
an 84% reduction in our accident severity rate.

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra owned shopping centres in Brazil. It has been calculated based on account performance
between 1 January and 31 December 2017. The conversion rate used to convert the Brazilian value in Reais to Euro (€) was 0.27834. The same exchange rate applies for other
financial data for Brazil.
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Sonae Sierra in Brazil (continued)

aWardS and aCKnoWledgemenTS

Key aChievemenTS10

l

l

Sonae Sierra Brasil received Bronze Awards for “Team
Management” (Improving our Work) and “Expansion and
Revitalization” (Parque D. Pedro Shopping) in the ABRASCE
Awards (Brazilian Council of Shopping Centres).

l

l

l

l
l

Improved the electricity efficiency (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)
of our owned portfolio by 3%.
Improved the water efficiency (litres/visit) of our owned portfolio
by 2%.
Increased the proportion of waste (by weight) that is recycled
by more than 4%.
Reduced the proportion of waste (by weight) that is sent to landfill
by 8%.
Reduced the accident severity rate among our workforce by 84%.
Invested and helped raise €241,720 across our owned portfolio for
local community initiatives, supported 2511 charitable organisations
and dedicated 762 hours of staff time to community volunteering.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS12
Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

Performance indicator

2015

2016

2017

energy and Climate: GHG emissions13 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)

0.017

0.010

0.011



Franca Shopping14,
0.004 tCO2e/m2 GLA and
Uberlândia Shopping,
0.009 tCO2e/m2 GLA

444

391

379



Franca Shopping14,
62 kWh/m2 and
Parque D. Pedro
Shopping, 310 kWh/m2

4.9

5.1

5.0



Shopping Campo
Limpo, 1.6 litres/visit

56%

61%

63%



Shopping Metrópole,
76%

92.6%

94.8%

92.5%



Franca Shopping,
99.6%

190,114

83,844

241,720



Parque D. Pedro Shopping,
€74,384

307

253

173



–

4,430

3,381

3,022



Passeio das Águas
Shopping, 500 hours

energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants) of our
owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)

Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned
portfolio (litres/visit)
Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)
Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)
Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)15
employees: Investment in staff training and development
(€ per capita)
Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

Performance trend






Improved

10

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Brazil, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres have
supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
GHG emissions, energy, waste and safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Brazil, as well as the São Paulo office. Water indicators exclude office
consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
Whilst Franca Shopping achieved the best performance it is not considered comparable with other shopping centres since it is partly open air. For this reason, we have also
highlighted the performance of Uberlândia Shopping for GHG emissions and Parque D. Pedro Shopping for electricity efficiency.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

11

12

13
14

15

No change

Worsened
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Sonae Sierra in Brazil (continued)

4,961 tCo e

150,072 tCo e

402,144 gJ

890,612 m

total scope 1 and 2
GHG emissions16

total scope 3
GHG emissions16

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

2

2

3

14,484 tonnes 13,693 hours

41.6 average hours 4.6

total waste production

of training per employee

of training

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

CaSe STudy:

CaSe STudy:

Six steps save over €1.3 million in costs and kWh at
manauara Shopping

easier recycling and healthier staff – a win-win outcome for
Shopping metrópole

Concerned by the physical impacts of climate change and the
emerging energy crisis in Brazil, Manauara Shopping wanted to make
a positive contribution to reducing its energy consumption and
GHG emissions. Added to this, the start of the country’s economic
recession, which had a particularly acute impact on Manaus,
emphasised the need for the shopping centre to take swift action to
reduce its own operational costs and those of its condominium
partners and tenants. The Manauara Shopping team identified a
range of interventions which could reduce energy consumption in the
centre, some with quite significant investment costs. But all of them
proved successful, collectively contributing to a €1.3 million saving in
the shopping centre’s budget and delivering a more cost effective
energy tariff for tenants. Moreover, Manauara Shopping was able to
improve its electricity efficiency by 45% compared to 2011 (its
baseline year), saving the equivalent of the energy needed to supply
42.8 million Brazilian households for one month in the context of a
market where the grid cannot keep pace with demand.

Sonae Sierra’s Shopping Metrópole has the highest recycling rate in
our Brazilian portfolio, recycling around 75 percent of its waste.
However, the shopping centre team was aware that successfully
reducing the environmental impact of Shopping Metrópole’s waste
production was taking a toll on the physical health of the people
who were responsible for sorting and transporting recyclable
materials. By studying the problem; installing equipment that could
hoist compacted materials bales and training workers to use it safely,
Shopping Metrópole reduced the number of injuries and reported back
pain by 100%. What is more, the new equipment has enabled
contractors to increase the efficiency of their waste management
process, whilst maintaining best-in-class results.

further references:
For more information, see the complete case studies on our website.

16

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).
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Sonae Sierra in Germany
As of 31 December 2017 we owned three retail real estate assets in
Germany: Hofgarten Solingen in Solingen, Alexa in Berlin, and Loop5
in Weiterstadt with a combined GLA of 135,188 m2. We also managed
four other assets in the country, bringing our total GLA under
management up to 243,937 m2.
On the whole, market conditions remained stable in Germany during
2017. Nonetheless, due to some specific local operating conditions,
like-for-like sales across our managed assets declined by 1.6% in
comparison with 2016, and rents at our owned portfolio dropped by
0.3%. This performance was due to several factors: we are carrying
out refurbishment works at the two shopping centres we manage
in Hamburg, and these are having a temporary impact on traffic and
sales; likewise, a major renewal process at Alexa in Berlin has meant
that some shops have been provisionally closed, with a bearing on
the overall performance of the centre which is otherwise delivering
solid results. Looking ahead, we are optimistic that the progress we
are making to improve the tenant mix and enhance the visitor
experience will bear fruit once the works are complete.
On the developments front, we continued to prepare our project for
the redevelopment of an industrial site in Nuremberg which will
encompass a mixed-use scheme with a strong retail component.
Due to the complexity of the 250,000 m2 historic building on the
site, we have revised our initial project to accommodate various
possible uses and the demands of potential occupiers. Whilst the
regeneration element of this project makes it much more
challenging than a greenfield development, we have great
expectations for the ultimate transformation of the existing building
and the creation of a new, independent structure for residential or
other uses, capitalising on the benefits of the excellent location
offered by the site. Our main priority for the first half of 2018 will be
to secure a partner so that we can proceed with the final planning
stages and commence construction works.
2017 also saw the roll out of initiatives under the Future Fit Retail
pillar of our sustainability strategy. For example, following its
successful launch in Portugal in 2016, we expanded our Rising Store
initiative to Alexa, launching “First Store by Alexa” which was
recognised by the Real Estate Marketing Awards at Expo Real. The
initiative features a crowd-sourcing retail contest that aims to allow
individual entrepreneurs, small businesses, start-ups, or local retail
projects to develop in a sustained manner by providing specialised
help and discounted space in our assets.

1

2

3

4

Owned portfolio
1: Alexa
2: Hofgarten Solingen
3: Loop5
New Projects
4: Quelle

In keeping with our focus on Safe People & Resource
Resilience, we have continued to make improvements to our
portfolio’s eco-efficiency performance. In 2017 we improved
the electricity efficiency of our owned portfolio by 1.5%, and
made significant gains in our portfolio’s water efficiency by
registering a 10% reduction in the amount of water consumed
per visit (having also increased the percentage of water
recycled and/or reused by 40%). Regarding the safety of
building users, we increased the number of hours of Safety,
Health and Environment Preventive Observations (SPO)
performed by 64%, and at the same time saw a 63% reduction
in the number of non-conformities detected per hour of
reference SPO, suggesting that safety and environmental
awareness among shopping centre staff has risen.

highlighTS
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

17

72 direct employees
7 managed retail real estate assets with a total GLA of 243,937 m2
51.8 million visits to managed portfolio
€43.4 million rent received at owned shopping centres17
€717 million tenant sales at managed portfolio
€9.6 million operational costs
1 project under development

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra owned shopping centres in Germany. It has been calculated based on account
performance between 1 January and 31 December 2017.
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Sonae Sierra in Germany (continued)

aWardS and aCKnoWledgemenTS

Key aChievemenTS18

l

l

Sonae Sierra, Union Investment and 21Media awarded by the
Real Estate Marketing Awards 2017 in the Retail category at
Expo Real for “First Store by Alexa”.

l

l
l

l

l

Improved the electricity efficiency (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)
of our owned portfolio by 1.5%.
Improved the water efficiency (litres/visit) of our owned portfolio
by 10%.
Increased the number of hours of SPO performed by 64%.
Reduced the number of non-conformities detected per hour of
SPO by 63%.
Invested and helped raise €7,337 across our owned portfolio for
local community initiatives, supported 919 charitable organisations
and dedicated 119 hours of staff time to community volunteering.
Launched our Rising Store competition for start-up businesses
in Alexa.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS20
Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

Performance indicator

2015

2016

2017

energy and Climate: GHG emissions21 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)

0.017

0.019

0.020



Loop5,
0.009 tCO2e/m2 GLA

536

589

580



Hofgarten Solingen,
501 kWh/m2

3.1

3.2

2.8



Hofgarten Solingen22,
0.8 litres/visit and
Alexa 2.0 litres/visit

67%

66%

65%



Hofgarten Solingen,
71%

95.1%

95.2%

95.6%



Alexa, 99.6%

35,371

9,903

7,337



Hofgarten Solingen,
€7,337

employees: Investment in staff training and development (€ per capita)

781

798

484



–

Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

311

228

374



Alexa, 167 hours

energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants) of our
owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)
Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned portfolio
(litres/visit)
Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)
Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)
Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)23

Performance trend






Improved

18

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Germany, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres
have supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
GHG emissions, energy and safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Germany, as well as the Düsseldorf office. Water and waste indicators exclude
office consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
While Hofgarten Solingen achieved the best performance, it is not considered comparable to other shopping centres in our portfolio because water consumption from the
centre’s toilets are not included in our water efficiency indicator as they are managed by a third party. For this reason we have also highlight the performance of Alexa.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

19

20

21
22

23

No change
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Sonae Sierra in Germany (continued)

2,651 tCo e

57,485 tCo e

91,316 gJ

127,245 m

total scope 1 and 2 GHG
emissions24

total scope 3
GHG emissions24

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

2,372 tonnes

1,440 hours

20 average hours

4.3

total waste production

of training

of training per employee

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

2

24

2

3

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).

hofgarTen Solingen
Solingen, Germany
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Sonae Sierra in Italy
As of 31 December 2017 we owned three retail real estate assets
in Italy: Freccia Rossa in Brescia, Gli Orsi in Biella and Le Terrazze in
La Spezia with a combined GLA of 109,067 m2. We also managed
three further retail real estate assets in the country, bringing our
total GLA under management up to 180,478 m2.

2

Despite the Italian economy growing at a higher rate than in 2016,
tenant sales at our portfolio under management reduced by 7.4%
on a like-for-like basis, and we also saw a reduction in like-for-like
rents received at our owned portfolio of around 4.7%. This was
influenced in large part by the opening of a new IKEA shopping
centre in Brescia which had an impact on the performance of our
shopping centre Freccia Rossa.
Overall, we have a positive outlook for Italy as it is one of the few
mature markets in Europe that is currently underserved in terms of
retail GLA. As a sign of our confidence, we agreed a joint venture
partnership with Italian construction company Impresa Pizzarotti
& C. S.p.A. to build the Parma Shopping District which consists of a
shopping centre and a retail park area. This project comprises a
€210 million investment in the Municipality of Parma in the Emilia
Romagna region of Northern Italy, and includes the development
of the retail destinations as part of the Parma Urban District
regeneration scheme. The shopping centre and retail park area
will offer a combined total of 74,300 m2 of GLA and house around
170 units, including operators such as Primark, Inditex and Conad
supermarket. They will serve a catchment area of over 700,000
residents within 45 minutes’ travel time. The necessary licences
and finance for the project have already been secured and
construction is expected to start in the first quarter of 2018, with
the opening of the shopping centre and retail park area scheduled
for autumn 2019.
In November 2017 we also added new GLA to our portfolio under
management when we took on responsibility for property
management services at the CityLife Shopping District in Milan.
Having previously provided development and leasing services for
the project as part of our contract with Generali Real Estate, the
CityLife Shopping District has generated a significant impact since
its opening and is already performing very well, with 100,000 visitors
welcomed on the first Saturday after its opening.

1

4

3

Owned portfolio
1: Freccia Rossa
2: Gli Orsi
3: Le Terrazze
New Projects
4:

Parma Shopping District

In keeping with our focus on Safe People & Resource
Resilience, we maintained the efficiency of our portfolio with
respect to electricity consumption and saw a small increase
in the amount of water consumed per visit. We did however
succeed in increasing the already high proportion of waste that
recycled, reaching 69% which is the highest in our portfolio
and in decreasing the GHG emissions by 4%. We made
significant improvements in promoting a safer culture in our
owned portfolio and achieved a 41% reduction in the number
of accidents requiring medical assistance and serious
accidents among tenants, service suppliers and visitors.

highlighTS
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

25

50 direct employees
6 managed retail real estate assets with a total GLA of 180,478 m2
25.6 million visits to managed portfolio
€23.6 million rents received at owned portfolio25
€310 million tenant sales at managed shopping centres
€4.6 million operational costs
1 project under development with a total GLA of around 74,300 m2

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra owned shopping centres in Italy. It has been calculated based on account performance
between 1 January and 31 December 2017.
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Sonae Sierra in Italy (continued)

Key aChievemenTS26
l
l
l
l

l

Increased the proportion of waste (by weight) that is recycled across our owned portfolio by 1.4%.
Reduced GHG emissions of our owned portfolio (tCO2e/m2 GLA) by 4%.
Increased the number of hours of SPO performed by 11%.
Invested and helped raise €71,702 across our owned portfolio for local community initiatives, supported 5627 charitable organisations and dedicated
169 hours of staff time to community volunteering.
Reduced the number of level 3, 4 and 5 accidents rate28 by 41%.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS29
Performance indicator

Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

2015

2016

2017

0.0226

0.0105

0.0101



Le Terrazze,
0.001 tCO2e/m2 GLA

432

427

427



Le Terrazze,
305 kWh/m2

4.7

4.8

4.9



Le Terrazze,
3.6 litres/visit

63%

68%

69%



Gli Orsi,
76.3%

Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)

99.6%

99.3%

98.0%



Gli Orsi,
99.5%

Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)31

91,087

106,955

71,702



Gli Orsi,
€36,913

employees: Investment in staff training and development
(€ per capita)

463

453

36



–

Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

217

218

243



Freccia Rossa,
110 hours

energy and Climate: GHG emissions30 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)
energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants) of our
owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)
Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned portfolio
(litres/visit)
Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)

Performance trend




Improved

26

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Italy, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres have
supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
Number of accidents of level 3, 4 and 5 among tenants, service suppliers and visitors per million visits. Level 3, 4 and 5 accidents are defined as those resulting in medical
assistance, lost workdays/life disruption and fatality/permanent disability, respectively.
GHG emissions, energy and safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Italy, as well as the Milan office. Water and waste indicators exclude office
consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

27

28

29

30
31

No change
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Sonae Sierra in Italy (continued)

1,081 tCo e

49,280 tCo e

58,141 gJ

143,903 m

total scope 1 and 2
GHG emissions32

total scope 3
GHG emissions32

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

1,860 tonnes

1,352 hours

27 average hours

4.5

total waste production

of training

of training per employee

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

2

2

3

CaSe STudy:
a brighter look at energy demand
As lighting accounts for approximately a quarter of the energy
consumed across Sonae Sierra’s portfolio, efforts to reduce the
amount of energy used by our centres’ lighting systems can make a
significant contribution to our long-term energy efficiency targets.
Having identified areas where energy savings could be made, the
management team at Le Terrazze in Italy embarked on a forensic
optimisation programme to reduce the amount of electricity
consumed by the centre’s lighting system. By fine tuning the system
and intelligently monitoring and adjusting usage patterns, the team
identified energy savings equivalent to €12,000 per year with no
adverse impact on shopping centre comfort and safety levels. Not
only has the team at Le Terrazze have achieved meaningful and
practical results that can reduce energy consumption across the
asset, they will potentially have a much wider impact as we look to
apply their methodology across our portfolio.

further references:
For more information, see the complete case study on our website.

32

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).
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Sonae Sierra in Romania
In 2007 we entered the Romanian market with the acquisition of
River Plaza Mall, located in the city of Ramnicu Valcea. In 2016 we
inaugurated ParkLake, meaning that we now own two assets in the
country with a total GLA of 80,565 m2 and manage one additional
asset with a GLA of 3,666 m2. Our total GLA under management in
Romania is therefore 84,231 m2.
During 2017, like-for-like tenant sales across our portfolio under
management grew by 8.7%, while rents at our two assets declined
slightly. Our occupancy rate also declined compared with 2016,
although this was influenced by the opening of ParkLake which is
improving its operational performance on a month-by-month basis.
New stores are continuing to open at the centre, and we are working
with tenants to fine-tune the service offer and marketing approach.
Having already generated a very positive impact among visitors, we
have high expectations for this centre’s performance as it continues
to mature. ParkLake has already become a reference point for
shopping centre design in central, eastern and southern Europe,
particularly for its highly sustainable and striking architecture.
It is one of the first shopping centres in our portfolio to feature our
new food court concept that builds on the principles developed
under the ‘MyCourt’ initiative (initially piloted in Portugal) and
which encourages an immersive and engaging dining experience.
The success of our design is illustrated by the many awards
ParkLake has won, including Best Retail Project, Building of the Year,
Best Retail Development and Concept and Design of the Year
(see Awards and acknowledgements below).

highlighTS
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

33

27 direct employees
3 managed retail real estate assets with a total GLA of 84,231 m2
14.1 million visits to owned portfolio
€12.7 million rents received at owned portfolio33

1

2
3

Owned portfolio
1: River Plaza Mall
2: ParkLake
New Projects
3: Adora Mall

Sustainability considerations were a standing feature
throughout the project, from design through to construction
management and final completion. Sonae Sierra’s own Safety,
Health and Environment Development Standards were
applied, and the project achieved an ‘Excellent’ rating in
accordance with the international green building design
standard BREEAM. Furthermore, the construction works were
certified in accordance with ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
for environment and safety and health management
respectively; these two groups of certifications are the first of
their kind to be achieved on a shopping centre project in
Romania. Overall, ParkLake has contributed to a 36.4%
reduction in our GHG emissions (measured in tCO2e/m2 GLA)
across our Romanian portfolio.

€131 million tenant sales at managed shopping centres
€2.1 million operational costs
1 project under development with a total GLA of 49,000 m2

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra owned shopping centres in Romania. It has been calculated based on account
performance between 1 January and 31 December 2017. The conversion rate used to convert the Romanian value in Lei to Euro (€) was 0.21892. The same exchange rate
applies for other financial data for Romania.
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Sonae Sierra in Romania (continued)

aWardS and aCKnoWledgemenTS

Key aChievemenTS34

l

l

l

ParkLake named Best Retail Project of the Year at the SEE Real
Estate Awards, and Building of the Year SEE by the CEEQA
(Central Eastern Europe Quality Awards).
Named Best Retail Development and Developer across the CEE
and SEE Region for ParkLake at the CIJ HOF (Hall of Fame) Awards.

l
l

l

Reduced GHG emissions of our owned portfolio (tCO2e/m2 GLA)
by 36.4%.
Reduced the number of level 3, 4 and 5 accidents rate35 by 12%.
Increased our investment in employee training and development
(€ per capita) from €42 in 2015 to €158 in 2017.
Invested and helped raise €20,145 across our owned portfolio for
local community initiatives, supported 436 charitable organisations
and dedicated 120 hours of staff time to community volunteering.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS37
Performance indicator

Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

2015

2016

2017

0.090

0.099

0.063



ParkLake,
0.058 tCO2e/m2 GLA

energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants) of our
owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)

367

334

480



River Plaza Mall,
326 kWh/m2

Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned portfolio
(litres/visit)

1.45

1.56

1.61



River Plaza Mall,
1.6 litres/visit

Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)

51%

43%

29%



River Plaza Mall,
39.8%

Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)

84%

96%

89.6%



River Plaza Mall,
91.2%

–

32,135

20,145



ParkLake,
€17,402

employees: Investment in staff training and development
(€ per capita)

42

–

158



–

Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

86

99

77



River Plaza Mall,
51 hours

energy and Climate: GHG emissions38 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)

Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)39

Performance trend




Improved

34

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
Number of accidents of level 3, 4 and 5 among tenants, service suppliers and visitors per million visits. Level 3, 4 and 5 accidents are defined as those resulting in medical
assistance, lost workdays/life disruption and fatality/permanent disability, respectively.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Romania, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres have
supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
GHG emissions, energy and safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Romania, as well as the Bucharest office. Water and waste indicators exclude
office consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

35

36

37

38
39

No change
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Sonae Sierra in Romania (continued)

5,046 tCo e

33,077 tCo e

130,148 gJ

13,533 m

total scope 1 and 2 GHG
emissions40

total scope 3
GHG emissions40

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

1,480 tonnes

669 hours

24.8 average hours 4.2

total waste production

of training

of training per employee

2

40

2

3

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).

ParKlaKe
Bucharest, Romania
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Sonae Sierra in Spain
In 1999 we started the development of our first Spanish shopping
centre, Plaza Mayor in Málaga. Since then we have consolidated our
presence in this market and as of 31 December 2017, we managed
a portfolio of 17 assets with a GLA of more than 426,008 m2. These
include nine retail real estate assets purchased in 2017 on behalf
of our investment vehicle, ORES Socimi, with a total GLA of more
than 50,504 m2, seven owned assets corresponding to a GLA of
343,000 m2 and one other retail real estate asset managed on
behalf of a third party with a GLA of 32,504 m2.
Our Spanish portfolio delivered a strong performance in 2016,
bolstered by favourable market conditions. Growth in private
consumption and strong levels of employment, combined with low
inflation contributed to a 1.3% increase in the country’s GDP, with
the political tensions caused by the Catalan bid for independence
so far being contained within the Catalan region itself. These
favourable economic conditions gave rise to greater consumer
confidence which translated into a 2.3% increase in like-for-like
tenant sales across our portfolio under management, and a 1.3%
growth in rents across our owned portfolio. Occupancy rates likewise
increased to 94.4% (from 93.6% in 2016).
Moreover, as in Portugal, investor appetite remained strong
throughout the year with the consequence that asset values
increased and yields contracted – with this trend reaching nonprime as well as prime assets. Within the context of this buoyant
market we were able to proceed with our capital recycling strategy.
On the acquisitions front, we purchased Área Sur shopping centre
in Jerez de la Frontera in a 15/85 joint venture with AXA Investment
Managers – Real Assets. This asset, which encompasses 47,000 m2
of GLA, is one of the largest shopping centres in the Andalusian
region and benefits from an advantageous location frequented by
a large number of tourists. It offers good upside potential, with a
number of value creation opportunities already identified. As well
as owning the minority stake, Sonae Sierra will assume the role of
operating partner and provide property management services.
By the beginning of 2018, Sonae Sierra had also completed nine
acquisitions in Spain on behalf of the ORES Socimi – a listed
investment vehicle sponsored by Sonae Sierra and Bankinter Group
in which we are the operating partner and owner of a 3.75% interest.

highlighTS
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

41

85 direct employees
8 managed retail real estate assets and 9 additional assets
owned as part of the ORES Socimi with a total GLA of more
than 426,008 m2
55.3 million visits to managed portfolio
€51.7 million rents received at owned portfolio41
€584 million tenant sales at managed portfolio

7

5

3

4

2

1

8 6

Owned portfolio
1: Área Sur
2: Dos Mares
3: GranCasa
4: Luz del Tajo
5: Max Center
6: Plaza Mayor
7: Valle Real
New Projects
8: McArthurGlen Designer
Outlet Málaga

On the developments front, we commenced the construction
of the McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Málaga (adjacent to
Plaza Mayor shopping centre), a 50/50 joint venture between
the Sierra Fund and McArthurGlen. This €140 million project
will deliver 30,000 m2 of retail space in two phases dedicated
to luxury and designer trademarks offering products at
discounted prices. The Designer Outlet will be the first retail
destination of its kind in southern Spain, and is generating
significant interest among prospective tenants, customers,
the local community and media. Furthermore, the project
leasing team has already secured an excellent tenant mix and
very favourable rental terms, all of which bodes very well for
the first phase of inauguration in the first quarter of 2019.
Finally, we also initiated the repositioning of the entire upper
level of GranCasa in Zaragoza. The refurbished area, which is
scheduled for opening in the second quarter of 2018, is already
close to fully let and will feature a new food court based on the
‘MyCourt’ concept that was successfully trialled at ParkLake
(Romania) and CascaiShopping (Portugal).
In keeping with our focus on Safe People & Resource
Resilience, we improved our portfolio’s water efficiency by
14%, and reduced the proportion of waste that is sent to
landfill by 7%. We also made significant improvements across
our safety and health indicators. Notably, we achieved a
workforce accident rate of zero, and reduced the number of
non-conformities detected per hour of Safety, Health and
Environment Preventive Observations (SPO) by 27%
suggesting that safety and environmental awareness among
shopping centre staff has risen.

€9.1 million operational costs
1 project under development with a total GLA of more than
30,000 m2

This figure corresponds to the total rents invoiced (100%) to tenants of Sonae Sierra owned shopping centres in Spain. It has been calculated based on account performance
between 1 January and 31 December 2017.
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Sonae Sierra in Spain (continued)

aWardS and aCKnoWledgemenTS

Key aChievemenTS42

l

l

The Sierra Fund and Iberia Coop maintained their ‘Green Star’
status in the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark
(GRESB): The Sierra Fund was ranked 4th in the non-listed
European retail sector and 8th in European retail overall; and Iberia
Coop 14th and 20th in these respective categories.

l

l

l
l

l

l

l
l

Improved the water efficiency (litres/visit) of our owned portfolio
by 14%.
Increased the proportion of waste (by weight) that is recycled
across our owned portfolio by 1%.
Reduced the proportion of waste (by weight) that is sent to landfill
by 7%.
Increased number of training hours per employee by 16%.
Achieved a workforce injury rate of zero (down from 6.29 injuries
per million hours worked in 2016).
Reduced the number of non-conformities detected per hour of
SPO by 27%.
Invested and helped raise €140,863 across our owned portfolio
for local community initiatives, supported 6943 charitable
organisations and dedicated 173 hours of staff time to community
volunteering.
Achieved a tenant satisfaction index of 5.1 out of 6.
Launched our Rising Store competition for start-up businesses.

SuSTainabiliTy PerformanCe indiCaTorS44
Performance indicator

Performance
trend 2016 – 17

Best centre(s)
in 2017

2015

2016

2017

0.0024

0.0017

0.0027



Plaza Mayor46
0.001 tCO2e/m2 GLA
and Max Center,
0.001 tCO2e/m2 GLA

270

249

253



Plaza Mayor46,
76 kWh/m2 and
Valle Real,
177 kWh/m2

2.4

2.3

1.9



Dos Mares
1.2 litres/visit

Waste: Total waste recycled as a proportion of waste produced
(% by weight, across our owned portfolio)

57%

62%

63%



Plaza Mayor, 81.6%

Tenants: Average occupancy rate (% by GLA, across our
owned portfolio)

95%

93.6%

94.4%



Valle Real, 100%

149,323

154,578

140,863



Plaza Mayor,
€29,942

1,309

763

387



–

701

511

472



GranCasa,
120 hours

energy and Climate: GHG emissions45 of our owned portfolio and
corporate offices (tCO2e/m2 GLA)

energy and Climate: Electricity efficiency (excluding tenants) of our
owned portfolio (kWh/m2 mall and toilet area)

Water: Water efficiency (excluding tenants) of our owned portfolio
(litres/visit)

Communities and visitors: Investments in the community (€)47
employees: Investment in staff training and development
(€ per capita)
Safety and health: Number of hours of SPO performed

Performance trend






Improved

42

All variations under ‘Key achievements’ are compared with 2016 performance data.
This figure corresponds to the sum of charitable organisations supported in Spain, as reported by our shopping centres. In cases where two (or more) shopping centres have
supported the same charitable organisation, this has been counted twice (or more times) in order to reflect each individual shopping centre’s commitment.
GHG emissions, energy, safety and health indicators cover all owned shopping centres in Spain, as well as the Madrid office. Water and waste indicators exclude office
consumption. Utilities purchased on behalf of tenants are included when applicable.
GHG protocol Scopes 1 and 2, plus business air travel.
Whilst Plaza Mayor achieved the best performance it is not considered comparable with other shopping centres since it is predominately open air. For this reason, we have also
highlighted the performance of Max Center for GHG emissions and Valle Real for electricity efficiency.
Includes donations collected from shopping centre visitors.

43

44

45
46

47

No change
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Sonae Sierra in Spain (continued)

583 tCo e

116,687 tCo e

69,497 gJ

193,694 m

total scope 1 and 2
GHG emissions48

total scope 3
GHG emissions48

total energy consumption

total water withdrawal

4,342 tonnes

1,945 hours

22.9 average hours

5.1

total waste production

of training

of training per employee

average tenant
satisfaction index on a
scale of 1 (‘not satisfied’)
to 6 (‘very satisfied’)

2

2

3

CaSe STudy:
Plaza mayor paves the way for energy saving using
voltage stabilizers
A voltage stabilizer is an energy saving solution which provides a
robust system to optimize the voltage supplied by the national
grid. By reducing a building’s energy consumption, they can also
contribute to carbon emissions reduction and generate cost savings.
At Plaza Mayor shopping centre in Málaga (Spain), the shopping
centre management team undertook feasibility studies and worked
effectively with a supplier in order to gain investment approval for the
purchase of voltage stabilizers at a reasonable cost. A year after, our
analysis reveals that this technology has helped the shopping centre
achieve energy savings of around 16 percent compared to the
previous year. With a return on investment of two to three years,
voltage stabilizers look to be an attractive energy saving solution and
are now being considered across other Sonae Sierra shopping centres.

further references:
For more information, see the complete case study on our website.

48

Please refer to our Economic, Environmental and Social Report 2017 for a detailed breakdown of the sources of GHG emissions included in our carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 and 3).
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germany

luxembourg

SPain

liSboa
PorTo

düSSeldorf

luxembourg

madrid

greeCe

moroCCo

The neTherlandS

aThenS

CaSablanCa

amSTerdam

iTaly

romania

TurKey

milan

buChareST

iSTanbul

brazil
São Paulo

Colombia
Cali

For more information on Sonae Sierra please visit:

www.sonaesierra.com

